
Как улучшить интонацию 

Hello my friends. Today I'd like to talk about correct intonation in English. Needless to say that it is a very important part of 

good and understandable speaking. If you don't use right intonation when you speak, people might misunderstand you. 

More over, sometimes native speakers can't understand what we're saying just because of our wrong intonation. So that's 

why it's important to start improving it from the very beginning. 

How to improve the intonation quickly? Whether you want it or not my friends, this process needs time anyways. In fact this 

is a natural thing that comes with practise. I already told you that learning English is very similar with working out in a gym. 

As more you train it as better it becomes. And correct intonation is not the exception. 

I can't give you any powerful pieces of advise, but one thing I understood very well while I've been learning English. If you 

want to improve your intonation as quickly as possible you should listen to native speakers a lot! Try to listen to real 

conversations in English and try to repeat after speakers and parody their intonation! I recommend you to listen to a radio in 

English. This way you can improve your English and enjoy good music at the same time. 

The point is that when you listen to lots of audio materials in English, you will try to talk with people in English the way the 

native speakers do that. You will try to parody their intonation and use their habits of speaking. You'll do it absolutely 

automatically without even noticing it. This is my own experience my friends and that's why I'm sure about it. The more we 

learn English the more we look like native speakers in the conversation. Any experienced student could tell you the same. 

So listen to English speech as much as you can my friends. Start doing it from the very beginning and pay much attention to 

this part of learning. Learn English with your ears, but not with your eyes. This way you'll not only improve your listening 

skill, but you'll make your intonation better as well! 

Keep learning English and take care! 
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